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The author has carried out the analysis of dynamic-coupled automatic
transmissions and regarded the prospects of their application and development. New
design of continuously variable transmission based on differential hydra-mechanical
gear train was developed and covered by RF patents No2298125 and No2347966. Principles
of work performance for high-torque differential hydra-mechanical gear train based on
interoperation equableness of moments opposing one another that are produced at the
gear carrier owing to inner forces of differential stages as well as self-actuated pressure
variation and hydraulic fluid consumption change when it comes through hydraulic
pump and hydraulic actuator.
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Automatic transmissions are widely
spread in the design of modern motor vehicles
and dynamic-coupled transmission units are the
most advanced of them.

The most popular automatic transmission
units are hydrokinetic transmissions. They are
based on hydrodynamic torque converter coupled
with 5-8 staged automated gear boxes the design
of which is based on planetary gear trains with

links being either blocked or actuated by means of
fluid-actuated clutches and free-wheel clutch
mechanisms. The significant disadvantage of all
fluid-actuated clutches is stepwise variation of the
transmission ratio, the value of hydrodynamic
converter transformation coefficient limited within
2-2,5 and low efficiency especially within the range
of large transmission gear ratios.

Not less popular appear to be the
transmission units based on variators that provide
stepless torque regulation on output shaft of unit-
power plant depending on the load changing within
the motion what undoubtedly implements maximal
comfort and safety at motor vehicle operation by
people with disabilities. But the main advantage of
variators lies in the fact that the transmission ratio
and, consequently, the value of the torque
transmitted between control shaft and output shaft
changes gradually what makes possible to optimally
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match a motor vehicle dynamic motion with engine
behavior. These are friction gears that have become
the most popular in the function of automobiles’
continuously variable transmission units. However,
the significant shortcoming inherent to almost all
friction gears appears to be: - conveying of
tangential (crank) force; - torque transfer by limited
plot of surface (by a line but sometimes even a
point) what brings to the rise of the surface stress;
- the necessity to form great hold-down to prevent
the surfaces slipping motion relative to each other
what stipulates high pressure on supports, causes
significant losses on bearings and reduces the life
cycle of the main working components; - the need
to take off power for oil pump and steering elements
drive.

Common disadvantages of all existing
automatic transmissions are the following: limited
adjustment range, complexity of design stipulated
by use of sophisticated and expensive systems of
variable fluid drive and automatic steering. It is
this circumstance that makes the designers to seek
the original solutions.

It is obvious that the elimination of the
above shortcomings should be connected with the
development of the fundamentally new schemes
with the view of their practical realization that could
make possible: -  self-actuated stepless
transformation of torque developed by the engine
proportionally to the outer load value; -  
transformation coefficient of torque developed by
the engine and covering the whole range of outer
load variation both for light motor vehicles and
freighters; -  exemption of some steering unit from
the vehicle control system1.
Differential hydromechanical variator and
principle of operation

A fundamentally new design of
continuously variable transmission based on
differential hydra-mechanical gear train was
developed in fundamental research laboratory at
Kamsky State Engineering-Economical Academy
and was covered by the patents No2298125 and
No2347966.

The inventions were aimed at solving
such problems as the enlarging maximal value of
transformed torque being conveyed, efficiency
upgrading, diminishment of  dimensional
specifications, providing for self-actuated, with no
systems of control, torque regulation on output

shaft depending on the load changing and variator
adjustment range:
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where vari  – variator transmission ratio;

Ri  – the given transmission ratio.

The differential hydra-mechanical
variator comprises two series-connected
differential stages (figure1). The differential stage
whose input shaft is coupled with the engine and
functions as the variator input shaft appears to be
like automatic differential gear train with different
values of the transmission ratio.

The second differential stage presents
hydra-mechanical differential converter
possessing two planetary sets one of which is
formed of multiple-gear hydropump kinematic links
consisting of crown wheel to be connected by
inside gearing with satellites; and the other - of
kinematic links inside multiple-gear hydraulic
actuator with double-row satellites whose inside
gearing to be connected with the crown wheel and
the external gearing - with central sun gear. The
crown wheel of the first planetary set serves in the
capacity of hydropump input shaft whose hand of
rotation coincides with the direction of variator
input shaft rotation and central sun gear of the
second planetary set acts as the output shaft of
the hydraulic actuator. The axles of both satellites
at the first differential stage and hydra-mechanical
differential converter are installed in the common
body. The body is installed on bearings in the
variator case and serves as the common gear carrier
comprising a freewheel clutch. Apart from
mechanical linkage stipulated by the availability
of the mutual gear carrier between the planetary
sets of the hydra-mechanical differential converter
a dynamic hydraulical connection exists and its
loop comprises automatic overload relief valve and
adjustable valve2, 3.

Principles of work performance for high-
torque differential hydra-mechanical gear train
based on interoperation equableness of moments
opposing one another that are produced at the
gear carrier owing to inner forces of differential
stages as well as self-actuated pressure variation
p and hydraulic fluid Q consumption change when
it comes through hydraulic pump and hydraulic
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actuator. These variations take place in the
consequence of variations in relative speed of
differential stages’ links at the change of output
shaft speed in relation to input shaft permanent
speed.

Body 12 of high-torque differential hydra-
mechanical gear train is rested on bearings installed
in case 20 filled with oil. To compensate oil
temperature expansion the case has an expansion
tank 21. The first differential stage of the variator
presents a mechanical differential gear train
comprised of input shaft 1, satellites 2, output
member 3 and the gear carrier 4. The second
differential stage is a fluid-mechanical differential
converter having two planetary sets one of which
is formed of multiple-gear hydropump 9 kinematic
links consisting of crown wheel 4’ to be connected

by inside gearing with satellites 5; and the other –
of kinematic links inside multiple-gear hydraulic
actuator 10 with double-row satellites 7-7’whose
inside gearing 7 to be connected with the crown
wheel 6 and the external gearing 7’ - with central
sun gear 8. Both hydropump and hydraulic
actuator have intake ports: 15 and 17, and exhaust
ports: 14 and 18 – their number is equal to the
number of hydropump and hydraulic actuator
satellites.

Self-actuated overload relief valve 16 and
controlled valve 17 are installed into hydraulic
annular channel 22. Freewheel clutch 11 is installed
between cage (gear carrier) 12 and case 20, filter 13
is fixed on hydropump intake ports and heat
exchanger 23 is mounted in the bottom of case 20.
Study of hydromechanical differential variator

Torque Ì1 from the external energy source
at non-rotatable gear carrier 12 is conveyed to input
link 1 of differential gear train À1 which rotates
with the rate n1 and through satellites 2 is conveyed
to the gear carrier of the differential device 4 in
kinematic link 4-4’. In doing this link 4-4’ rotates in
the same direction as input link 1. Rotation of link
4-4’ and satellites 5 creates the working fluid flow
which is determined by the parameters of the
following equation:
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where ГНMM  '44  – torque on the

hydropump input shaft, Nwm, ðh – fluid pressure,
MPa; V

ÃÍ
 – hydropump displacement, m3.
The theory of work processes in gear

hydraulic units states that they produce torque
biasing4, 5.

The ratio of resisting moments on drive
pinion and gear wheel is equal to
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The distinguishing feature of gear

hydraulic units with inside gearing lies in the
availability of hydrostatic moment at the gear
carrier. Fig. 2 presents projected areas of toothed
rings being pressurized by the fluid flow; they come

A1 - mechanical differential mechanism; A2 - hydro-
mechanical differential ñonverter; 1 – input element of
the differential mechanism, it is also the input shaft of
the variator; 2 – satellites; 3 – crown wheel differential
mechanism A1; 4 – gear carrier differential mechanism
A1, the same input link hydro-mechanical differential
converter; 4’ – leading crown wheel hydraulic pump; 5 –
satellites of the hydraulic pump; 6 – the crown wheel of
the motor; 7-7’ – double-row satellite; 8 – central solar
gear shaft; 9 – water pump; 10 – hydraulic motor; 11 –
freewheel; 12 – led (chassis) of the variator; 13 – filter;
14 and 19 – respectively, the outlet ports of the hydraulic
motor and the hydraulic pump; 15 and 18 – respectively
of the inlet window of the motor and the hydraulic pump;
16 – automatic bypass valve; 17 – operated valve; 20 –
case; 21 – expansion tank; 22 – annular channel; 23 is a
heat exchanger

Fig. 1. Kinematic scheme hydro-mechanical
differential variator:
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down on the site of rectangular form with length L
and width b.

The resultant of fluid pressure forces F is
directed orthogonally to right line ÀÂ and creates
unbalanced hydrostatic torque at the gear carrier 4, 5

FHМ ГС 

,

where Í – arm of force F, m.
At the same time the moment of the

resultant pressure forces at the crown wheel is
equal to zero since the vector of the resultant
pressure forces comes through the axle of the
crown wheel rotation.

In common case the value of force F is
equal to

LbpSрF нн 

,

where pF  – fluid pressure, MPa; L – the
length of the chord coming through points À and
Â, m; b – tooth width, m.

The final value of hydrostatic torque at
the gear carrier is equal to
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At gear carrier of the leading crown wheel

ГНГС MМ  .

Gear carrier 12 receives reaction torque
on the part of mechanical differential gear train À1
equal to

131112 iMМ А 

,

and directed to the side opposite to the
direction of input link 1 rotation.

At applying geared pump with inside
gearing and two or more driven wheels the torque
led to gearwheel 4’ (hydropump torque) is received
by the resisting moments acting on hydropump
gearwheels 4’ and 5. Upon that the resisting moment
on link 5 determines the value of reaction torque at
the gear carrier 12 that is equal to
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Unbalanced hydrostatic torque formed by
the working fluid pressure also acts on the gear
carrier 12, and is equal to

)1( 1312 iММM ГНГСА  .

The value of the resisting moment on link
5 is determined from the equation
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Fig. 2. The scheme for determining the hydrostatic
torque on the driver

Fig. 3. Dimensionless characteristic changes of the
flow rate Q and pressure p in the function i

var
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and has the direction coinciding with the
direction of input link 1 rotation. This moment is a
moment of support and determines maximal
coefficient of transformation on the assumption
that gear carrier is balanced when sum reaction
moment acts on it from hydropump.

The flow of the working fluid through
hydropump output ports 19 gets into annular
channel 22 and through input ports of hydraulic
actuator 18 comes into its working chambers formed
by caves of gearwheels 6 and 7. The torque on
output shaft of hydraulic actuator is equal to
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where ðÍ – fluid pressure, MPa; VGM –
hydraulic actuator displacement, m3;
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M
i   – hydraulic gear transmission

ratio; '77М  – torque on hydraulic actuator output

shaft, Nwm, IIМ  – torque on variator output

shaft, Nwm, 8'7i  – gear transmission ratio of inside

gearing between gearwheels 7’ and 8.
At availability of resistance on hydraulic

actuator output shaft the gear carrier receives
reaction torques directed to the side opposite to
the direction of input shaft rotation. When the
working fluid being fed to the geared hydraulic
actuator’s working chambers with inside gearing
and two or more satellites, as well as in hydropump,
the resisting moments on gearwheels 6 and 7 take
place. When this takes place, resisting moment on
link 6 determines the value of reaction torque from
hydraulic actuator on gear carrier 12 which is equal
to
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When further conveying the torque from
toothed ring 7’ to the central sun gear 8 reaction
torque takes place equal to

)1( 8'7212 iMM ГМГМ  .

Just like in hydropump, unbalanced
hydrostatic torque formed by the working fluid
flow pressure and directed to the side opposite to
the direction of input shaft rotation acts in
hydraulic actuator with inside gearing. This torque
is equal to

76'772 iММ ГС  .

In the consequence of this torque’s action
the sum reaction moment on the side of the
hydraulic actuator on gear carrier 12 is diminished
by this value and is equal to
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Gear transmission ratios of the variator
kinematic links are determined on the assumption
of gear carrier 12’s balance at the preset
transformation coefficient

ГМMМ 1212 
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Gear carrier 12 being common for two
differential stages at the availability of the resisting
moment on output shaft 8

IIС MМ 

,

is balanced and its rotating speed n12 =
0, and the rotating speed of the variator output
shaft

К
n

n I
II  ,

where Ê – transformation coefficient.

At IIС MМ   the difference in

torques on gear carrier 12 is received by freewheel
clutch 11. When the rotating speed of the output
shaft being diminished under influence of the load

exceeding the specified rated one, up to 0IIn ,
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the pressure in the annular chamber increases up
to the pressure of automatic relief valve 16’s
actuation, the difference in fluid consumption by
hydropump and hydraulic actuator flows from
annular channel 22 to inner chamber of body 20. In
view of considerable rise of the working fluid
temperature at its overflowing through slots in
valve 16, such working mode is allowed only for a
short period of time in particular, merely at starting
a motor vehicle5, 6.

When the load on output shaft II being
diminished the reaction torque on gear carrier 12
on the side of hydraulic actuator is also decreased
and the flow of hydraulic power being lessened
while the mechanical sum moment ÓÌ12 forming at
work of differential stages À1 and À2 and input
shaft 1’s constant rotating speed, realizes power
transmission according to parallel mechanical flow
of power. The difference between the sum moment
and the reaction torque brings to gear carrier 12’s
rotation in the same direction as input I and output
II shafts and shaft II’s rotating speed is increased

from 
К
n

n I
II   up to III nn  , what determines

the range of the variator’s automatic regulation

ivar = 
задi

1 ÷1. When doing so, power flows

transfer according to hydraulic and mechanical

loops and at III nn   all the power is transferred

by the mechanical control loop7.
When output shaft rotating speed is equal

to III nn   all links’ speed coefficient are equal

to zero, consequently, Q = 0. At changing the speed
nII the gear carrier 12’s speed is also being changed
and, accordingly, the speeds of hydropump and
hydraulic actuator in relation to gear carrier 12.
The change of the output shaft rotating speed
within the range of nII = 1 / izad up to nII = 0 occurs
at n12 = 0. When n12 = 0 the working fluid
consumption

ГМIIГН VnVnQ  '4

and the pressure p = pmax. In connection
with power flow transfer at changing the output
shaft rotating speed, the parameters of hydraulic
power flow and Q are varied according to the plot
(figure 3).

In order to provide constant pressure

ðmax within the range of acceleration condition

when ГМГН QQ  , automatic pressure relief

valve 16 is involved in hydraulic system and
controlled valve 17 is provided therein whose
purpose being interruption of the working fluid in
the hydraulic loop what is necessary for engine
ignition, automobile starting and disconnecting the
engine from transmission in the process of motion.

CONCLUSION

Comparing to a prototype, infinitely
variable adjustment of kinematic and power
parameters is implemented at a total absence of
any steering system thus reaching the simplicity
of design.

The efficiency amelioration happens due
to the diminishment of hydrostatic losses in view
of the local resisting moments’ lack in the bodies
of control, low values of the flow length and speed
of the working fluid therein.

Invertibility property of rotor hydraulic
machines at the load action on the side of the output
shaft provides the possibility of braking with motor.

Hydraulic loop damping capabilities
stipulate noiselessness, travelling comfort and rim
pull consistency on the leading wheels.

The freewheel clutch installed on the gear
carrier shaft and automatic pressure relief valve in
the hydraulic loop protects the engine within the
range of acceleration and «overloading stop»
mode.

The comparative economic analysis of
product profiling of self-actuated gear boxes,
beveled chain variators and toroid progressive
transmissions produced by the modern automobile
industry of different countries shows the high
degree of design-engineering consistency of
operations in relation to the existing level of geared
transmissions and hydraulic machines
manufacture, high extent of universalization,
considerably less cost of materials and labor effort
and, accordingly, lower cost of production.

In automobile industry high-torque
differential hydra-mechanical gear trains used in
the quality of automatic transmissions for
automotive trucks makes the possible to work in
the mode of equal powers when the external load
varies within the whole range, what brings to
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optimal power use and, correspondingly, to the
considerable diminishment of fuel consumption.

The attainable technical results provide
for multifunctional use of the given invention in all
fields of machine building.
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